
. Leonie Haimson Tweets With inBloom Sharren 
Bates & others 1/19/14-1/20/14 

.  

. �  

. sharren bates   @sharrensharren  Jan 19 � @leoniehaimson I 
appreciate your role in this conv. Advocacy and transparency 
are both very important. I answered your q five times. � 

. �� 

. �  

. sharren bates   @sharrensharren  Jan 19 � @leoniehaimson Districts & 
state will decide about EngageNY & inbloom. We will respond 
to that decision. Districts always manage optout. � 

. �� 

. �  

. sharren bates   @sharrensharren  Jan 19 � @leoniehaimson 
Repeating: Conversations are ongoing. State and districts will 
have to decide what they want to do. � 

. �  

. sharren bates   @sharrensharren  Jan 19 � @Kendall_K_Egan There's 
a misunderstanding that we are collecting info.Districts decide 
what apps to launch & what info is necessary. Not us 

.  



.  

. leonie haimson   @leoniehaimson  Jan 19 �. @sharrensharren 
When districts asked to have data deleted why did 
 #inBloom refuse if you're acting as their "service"? 
 #inbloomchat 

   

.  

. Hanna Hurley   @hanna_hurley  Jan 19 � @leoniehaimson 
 @sharrensharren *Was question answered?Parents hv 
any Rights to review their child's data, respond if 
incorrect? #inbloomchat 

   

.  

. sharren bates   @sharrensharren  Jan 19 � @hanna_hurley 
 @leoniehaimson Parents & districts need to be talking 
about privacy policy. District customers decide 
 #inbloomchat 

   

.  

. leonie haimson   @leoniehaimson  Jan 19 �Myth that NYS 
districts have decision-making power when it comes to 
whether student data uploaded to  #inBloom 
 @sharrensharren  @hanna_hurley 

   



.  

. Mike Reilly   @MikeWReilly  Jan 19 � @leoniehaimson 
 @sharrensharren  @hanna_hurley system is not flexible, if 
it was parents would hava ability to opt out 

   

. �  

. sharren bates   @sharrensharren  Jan 19 � @MikeWReilly 
 @leoniehaimson  @hanna_hurley School districts have the 
legal authority. We do not.  #inbloomchat �  

.  

.  

. leonie haimson   @leoniehaimson  Jan 19 �Sharren NYSED has 
said repeatedly neither districts NOR parents have right 
opt out  #inBloom & you've refused 2honor requests 
 @sharrensharren 

   

.  

. Mike Reilly   @MikeWReilly  Jan 19 � @sharrensharren 
 @leoniehaimson  @hanna_hurley An unfortunate reality 
Hopefully the NYS Legislature &  @NYGovCuomo will give 
parents the option 

   



.  

. leonie haimson   @leoniehaimson  Jan 19 �Has  #inBloom now 
changed its position & will honor district opt outs and/or 
districts allowing parent opt out?  @sharrensharren 
 #inBloomchat 

   

.  

. Mike Reilly   @MikeWReilly  Jan 19 � @sharrensharren 
 @leoniehaimson  @hanna_hurley RTTT grant $ holds 
school districts in fear of losing much needed funding 

   

.  

. sharren bates   @sharrensharren  Jan 19 � @leoniehaimson 
Repeating: NYState and districts are currently 
discussing. They are our customers. We will do what they 
say.  #inbloomchat 

   

  
. Diane Ravitch   @DianeRavitch   Jan 19 � @sharrensharren  

 @assesswell   @datadiva  They don't need confidential info and 
name of my grandchild to make new apps. Baloney for $$. 

.  



.  

. sharren bates   @sharrensharren  Jan 19 � @DianeRavitch 
 @AssessWell  @DataDiva districts prioritize instr apps. Dstrcs are 
resp for making all disclosure decisions  #inbloomchat 

   

.  

. leonie haimson   @leoniehaimson  Jan 19 �Why are Parental rights to 
consent or opt out immaterial to  #inBloom? @sharrensharren 
 @DianeRavitch  @AssessWell  

.  #inBloomchat 
   

.  

. sharren bates   @sharrensharren  Jan 19 � @leoniehaimson 
 @DianeRavitch  @AssessWell School districts have the legal 
authority to manage opt-out. Not us. Districts decide. 
 #inbloomchat 

   

.  

. leonie haimson   @leoniehaimson  Jan 19 �. @sharrensharren 
 @DianeRavitch  @AssessWell U claim that if districts decide that 
parents can opt out of  #inBloom they can?  B/c NYSED denies 

   



. �  

. sharren bates   @sharrensharren  Jan 19 � @leoniehaimson 
 @DianeRavitch  @AssessWell I said that parents and districts need 
to have that conversation.  #inbloomchat �Hide conversation 

   

.  

. leonie haimson   @leoniehaimson  Jan 19 �NY parents/districts had 
that convo;75% schl bd members oppose inBloom; 78% support 
parent opt out  http://shar.es/U70mw   @sharrensharren 

   

.  

. Assess Well   @AssessWell  Jan 19 � @sharrensharren 
 @leoniehaimson  @DianeRavitch Dilemma 4 dstrcts may be only 
"all or none" is practical (culling data by stdnt not feasible)? 

   
 

.  

. Assess Well   @AssessWell   Jan 19 � @sharrensharren   @DataDiva  
 @DianeRavitch  Roughly how many contracts do u except avg 
dstrct will need 2 navigate via their legal & tech teams? 

.    
g 



 
sharren bates 
  @sharrensharren  

 @AssessWell   @DataDiva  
 @DianeRavitch  Districts already 
contract with app providers. No 
extra burden. 
 
.   

.  

. sharren bates   @sharrensharren   Jan 19 � @leoniehaimson  
Repeating: NYState and districts are currently 
discussing. They are our customers. We will do what they 
say.  #inbloomchat  

   

.  

. leonie haimson   @leoniehaimson   Jan 19 �You will do what 
districts say? or just follow NYSED orders? B/c most 
districts want OUT!  @sharrensharren   #inBloomchat  

   



.  

. sharren bates   @sharrensharren   Jan 19 � @leoniehaimson  
Repeating: Conversations are ongoing. State and 
districts will have to decide what they want to do. 

   

.  

. TNBatGal   @Lucianna_Sanson   Jan 19 � @sharrensharren  
 @leoniehaimson  onviously  @sharrensharren  doesn't 
know the answer or is not at liberty to say yes or no is 
her job at stake? 

   

. �  

. sharren bates   @sharrensharren   Jan 19 � @Lucianna_Sanson  
 @leoniehaimson  Thanks for the concern. � 

.  

.  

. TNBatGal   @Lucianna_Sanson   Jan 19 � @sharrensharren  
 @leoniehaimson  TY for looking. Same here but we are 
collecting data-  @PearsonPublish  is our  #inbloom  be 
thinks 

 
 
   



.  

. leonie haimson   @leoniehaimson   Jan 19 �Yr ambiguity 
amounts 2 obfuscation  @sharrensharren ; simple Q will 
 #inBloom  honor district opt outs or allow district honor 
parent requests? 

   

.  

. leonie haimson   @leoniehaimson   Jan 19 �. @sharrensharren  
Up to now NYSED has been adamant as has  #inBloom  
that NYSED has unilateral authority over decision to 
upload student data 

   

.  

. sharren bates   @sharrensharren   Jan 19 � @leoniehaimson  
Districts & state will decide about EngageNY & inbloom. 
We will respond to that decision. Districts always 
manage optout. 

   

. �  

. sharren bates   @sharrensharren   Jan 19 � @leoniehaimson  This 
is really the answer. Not sure how else to be helpful. �  

   



.  

. leonie haimson   @leoniehaimson   Jan 19 �. @sharrensharren  
What's the answer? "State & districts are in discussion"? 
b/c that's not true either 

   

.  

. leonie haimson   @leoniehaimson   Jan 19 �Or "Districts & state 
will decide"? B/c they don't agree & so far  #inBloom  only 
listening to state & not districts  @sharrensharren  

   

.  
leonie haimson   @leoniehaimson   Jan 19 �Unfortunate that you can't 
or won't speak the truth  @sharrensharren  but further reinforces our 
doubts re  #inBloom ' s honesty & integrity	  

  ! 

   
sharren bates   @sharrensharren  Jan 19 �Help me undrstnd how to 

clarify: We offer a backend service for districts to 
securely&efficiently connect the apps they choose. 
 #inbloomchat 

    



 
leonie haimson   @leoniehaimson  Jan 19 �. @sharrensharren When 

districts asked to have data deleted why did  #inBloom refuse if 
you're acting as their "service"?  #inbloomchat 

 

 
 
Hanna Hurley   @hanna_hurley  Jan 19 � @sharrensharren 

 @EducationNY *Pls clarify instr use & value as it relates to our 
convo. #inbloomchat 

    

 
sharren bates   @sharrensharren  Jan 19 � @hanna_hurley 

 @EducationNY Districts struggle to impl great instr apps. Data 
integr is complex&expensive. Our srvc can help  #inbloomchat 

    

 
leonie haimson   @leoniehaimson  Jan 19 �. @sharrensharren 

 @hanna_hurley  @EducationNY but NY districts do NOT WANT 
your services; don't you get it? 

   Following 



 
sharren bates 
  @sharrensharren 

 @leoniehaimson  @hanna_hurley 
 @EducationNY I understand 
your position. Districts will 
decide.  #inbloomchat 
 

.    

. leonie haimson   @leoniehaimson  Jan 19 �Are you saying  #inBloom 
will now honor district decision to opt out of  #inBloom & 
request to delete their data?  @sharrensharren  #inBloomchat 

   

.  

. leonie haimson   @leoniehaimson  Jan 19 �Please answer b/c several 
Supes wrote  #inBloom asking for data 2 be deleted & 
 #inBloom said no  @sharrensharren  http://shar.es/U7XCU  

   

.  
Assess Well   @AssessWell  Jan 21 � @leoniehaimson  @sharrensharren 



Does request include deletion of data 4 all database backups 
( #inHouse &  #inCloud)? How is deletion verified? 
.  
 

.  

. sharren bates   @sharrensharren   Jan 20 � @funnymonkey  
 http://funnymonkey.com/blog/data-ownership-and-learner-
control …  I appreciate the points you bring up � 

.  

. �  

. sharren bates   @sharrensharren   Jan 20 � @funnymonkey  One 
suggestion might be to consider the impact of a non-
proprietary standard offered via non-proprietary service 
 #inbloomchat � 

. �� 

. �  

. sharren bates   @sharrensharren   Jan 20 �It is difficult for districts to 
rept all student achievement info to parents because intgr is 
complex. Our service can help  #inbloomchat �  

.    

. �� 

. �  

. sharren bates   @sharrensharren   Jan 20 �Help me understnd how to 
clarify: local privacy policy is important & not for providers to 



decide. Legally the districts role.  #inbloomchat  
. �� 

. �  

. sharren bates   @sharrensharren   Jan 20 �Either there is an honest 
misunderstanding or a purposeful attack. Please check 
 #inbloomchat  where I am doing my best to address the former. 

. � 

.  

.  

. Sheila Kaplan   @EducationNY  Jan 20 � @leoniehaimson 
 @sharrensharren that's 75% of the 14% who responded to 3 
unscientific informal questions (their words) from which districts? 

   

.  

. leonie haimson   @leoniehaimson  Jan 20 �. @EducationNY 
 @sharrensharren Sheila >600 schl bd members responded; if you 
doubt there is huge resistance to  #inBloom you're sadly deluded 

	  


